Ashland trip info and Rules

CHS Drama Ashland Trip
Details
We MEET at Corvallis High School EAST Parking lot (behind theater and gym) at noon on Friday.
All students (and adults traveling on the bus) must make their way to the bus with their
belongings on their own (we will not be picking anyone up from anywhere else).
We will stop for dinner at a fast food restaurant along the route (Your fee includes the bus rides,
the breakfast provided by the hotel, the tickets, prologues, performances, tours, workshops, and
hotel accommodations. It does not include lunch, dinner, or souvenirs).
The plan is to drop our gear at the hotel (The Flagship Inn) and head to our evening show and
meet the rest of our group just outside the Thomas Theater no later than 6:30pm for our 7pm
prologue and 8pm show.
Students will be in their own rooms by 10pm with two bed checks – one at 10 and one at lights
out at 11:30.
We are up for breakfast and out the door the next day in time for our workshop, then lunch, then
a show. Dinner follows, then our evening show and the same evening routine.
Sunday we are up for breakfast, on to our tour or workshop then we will head back to Corvallis
on the bus around noon and arrive at CHS sometime around 5pm. We will remind the students to
text parents when we get to somewhere between Albany and Salem so parents can be at CHS for
pickup by the time we arrive.
-----This is an exciting and educational trip. We are grouped together most of the trip and students
are allowed to satellite out from the chaperones to stores and restaurants nearby in small
groups. It is a very fun and independent (in some ways) adventure, but there are very strict
boundaries which keep this “freedom” possible.
We are expecting the BEST behavior from everyone on this trip.
Here are “DA RULES:”
1. Students will ONLY EVER move away from the chaperones in groups of THREE or MORE.
ALWAYS – NO EXCEPTIONS EVER
2. One representative of these groups will text Mz Wyatt who is in their group and where
they are headed (usually for a meal or to shop). My cell number is 541-908-3381

3. Students will be cordial with folks whom we meet but will not under any circumstances
exchange personal contact info with anyone outside our group for any reason without the
permission of our chaperones (in which case, the chaperone will give THEIR contact info,
never the students’).
4. Proper tips will be given at restaurants and students will be polite and respectful to any
other folks we come in contact with. They will be the best representations of our program,
of Corvallis, and of what a wonderful human being acts like J
5. Students will be polite and respectful to other folks within our group as well. Unkindness,
disrespect, excessive or abusive words, teasing, or actions will not be tolerated.
6. There will be NO discussions about politics on the bus unless it can be kept
compassionate, civil, and polite. Any conversations on any topics that cannot be kept civil,
are not allowed.
7. At the designated time each night, students will move to their own rooms AND STAY
THERE. There will be no changing of rooms without Wyatt or B’s permission.
8. At lights out, all lights must be out in the rooms. Personal music etc may be used past this
point if headphones are used at a volume that does not bother fellow roommates.
9. This is a G rated, all ages trip. Though some of the material we see may be of a bit more
mature nature, our language and actions will remain G rated. Hand holding is acceptable.
Everything else above the rating of G is not. At any point.
10. There are no exceptions to these rules. Any violation of these rules will result in your
removal from the trip. Your parents or I will choose whether to pay $90 to have the bus
driver bring you home, your parents drive to come get you, or being “benched” at the
hotel with a guard outside your room.
11. These rules are non-negotiable and we are 110% not kidding about any of them.
12. If everyone follows them, we will have a BLAST!!!! If not, you get to see the “Grumpy
Wyatt” & “Grumpy B” followed potentially by a bus ride home and no one wants that!
Let’s have a great time!

